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Who are Aspie Trainers and what do we do?

Autism 
Training 
Project

• Operating since 2014
• 11 #ActuallyAutistic Trainers
• Supported by Impact Advocacy Service

Trainers 
are 

supported

• To develop their skills and confidence.
• To deliver training sessions from a neurodiverse perspective – we train parents, carers, people 

who work with autistic individuals and commercial businesses.  

Our Aims

• To help the autistic community by delivering training which will improve services offered to autistic 
people.

• To provide our trainers with paid work and empower them to seek further paid employment.



Terminology – what’s in a name?
Aspie Trainers tend to use ASC, Autism or Asperger’s interchangeably

Many of our trainers were diagnosed with Asperger’s prior to change in diagnostic criteria, 

but recognise that increasingly fewer diagnosis are made using this term

‘Condition’ is felt to be more positive

Neurotypical / NT – means someone of the majority neurotype

Neurodiversity / ND refers to a concept where neurological differences such as Autism, 

ADHD and Dyslexia, are recognised and respected as any other human variation. 
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Asperger’s Autism Autistic Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD) 

Autistic Spectrum 
Condition (ASC)



Objectives 

• Explain the difference between a meltdown, a shutdown and a temper tantrum

• Identify how having a meltdown or shutdown commonly impacts on an autistic 
person

• Understand the factors which contribute to autistic people experiencing 
meltdowns and/or shutdowns

• Explore ways to reduce the likelihood of meltdowns or shutdowns

• Identify ways to support autistic people during and after meltdowns and 
shutdowns



What are Meltdowns and 
Shutdowns?



What are Meltdowns and Shutdowns?

• Both meltdowns and shutdowns are intense responses to 
overwhelming situations

• Both responses are often characterised by a temporary loss of 
behavioural control. 

• One can often be followed by another



What does a Meltdown LOOK like?

• Stimming – repetitive movements or sounds
• Crying uncontrollably
• Screaming, stomping
• Curling up in a ball
• Growling
• Collapsing on the floor
• Hitting themselves
• Spitting
• Violence towards others
• Destroying property
• Desperate pleading…..

To an onlooker, a 
meltdown can look very 

similar to a temper 
tantrum. But it is 

important to distinguish 
between the two



Meltdown vs. Tantrum– what’s the difference?

TEMPER TANTRUM

An uncontrolled outburst of anger and 
frustration

Can be expressed verbally and/or physically

Person checks the reaction of others and adjust 
their behaviour accordingly

Use of behaviour to get ones’ way

Person takes care not to harm themselves



MELTDOWN

Temporary loss of behavioural control

May be caused by an inability to express 
themselves verbally.

Person is unaware of how their actions impact 
upon themselves and/or others

Intense response to an overwhelming situation

May result in self-injury

VerbalVerbal
• Shouting
• Screaming
• Crying

PhysicalPhysical

• Kicking
• Lashing out
• Biting
• ‘Fight or flight’

Meltdown vs. Tantrum– what’s the difference?



What does a Shutdown look like?
•‘Shutdowns’ can share causes with 
meltdowns and can have just as great an 
impact on the autistic person – but they can 
appear to be a much ‘milder’ reaction (or not 
a reaction at all).

• Shutdowns can occur as quickly as a 
meltdown… 

•…or can occur after an intense experience 
when an autistic person needs to withdraw to 
‘recharge’ themselves

• Shutdowns often occur after meltdowns

VerbalVerbal
• Non-verbal
• Stammer
• Inarticulate

PhysicalPhysical

• Still
• Eyes closed
• Stimming
• Unable to move



Possible features of a Shutdown
• A reduced ability, or no ability, to communicate

• Restricted movements, or an inability to move

• Extreme fatigue

• Inability to concentrate

• Sleeping suddenly or for a long period

• Physical withdrawal into a comfort space (such 
as a bedroom, headphones, preferred sensory 
space)

• Hyper-focus on a special interest

Isolation Sleeping Special 
interest



What causes Meltdowns and 
Shutdowns?



‘Setting the Scene’

Important to understand the impact of 2 features of 
autism:

Intense sensory 
experience

Neurological 
differences



Neurological differences – Sensory Processing

People on the autistic spectrum process sensory information 
differently to Neurotypicals (NTs).

Pathways to make sense of this information is different – the 
Corpus Callosum is hyper-connected.

NTs can “filter out” and not pay attention to some sensory 
information:
They become either habituated to it; or
 It is deigned unimportant 

Autistics do not have these filters:
Our sensory environment can be intrusive; 
Sensory input is pervasively actively processed



Neurological differences – Executive Function

• Executive function is the cognitive processes which help us manage and 
process our thoughts and actions.

• It includes: working memory, attention, problem solving, cognitive 
flexibility and initiation, monitoring of actions and emotional regulation.

• Many autistic people have impaired executive functioning

• This can make tasks which may seem simple complicated and 
adjustments and changes which may seem small highly intimidating 



What can trigger meltdowns and shutdowns?

Meltdown
Change of 

routine/ 
Unexpected 

change

Sensory 
overload

Physical 
contact

Information 
overload

Confrontation

Tiredness / 
Exhaustion



Change of routine & unexpected change
• Impaired executive functioning means many autistic people thrive best with 
familiar routines, experiences and people.

• It can take a long time to get used to new people, places and activities and is 
difficult to build trust and confidence e.g.
having a different teacher
walking a different route to school
not being able to do a preferred or planned activity

• In a world of uncertainty, routines can represent comfort and control for an 
autistic person, reducing our anxiety.

• If a routine is disrupted, especially without reason or warning it can remove the 
individuals sense of control and lead to a meltdown.



Sensory overload

Sensing the environment: Take a minute to sit In silence, and think 
about these questions:
1. What can you see and hear?

2. Take note of your breathing.  Can you sense your heartbeat?  If so, how fast 
is it beating?

3. Can you detect any smells?

4. Are there any lingering tastes in your mouth?

5. Do any of these senses remind you of anything, and how does that make 
you feel?



Physical contact

• As part of a wider sensory profile – many autistic people can be hyper (over) 
sensitive and/or hypo (under) sensitive to touch

• In some instances this may mean that they being touched by someone can 
trigger a meltdown. 

•This can be specific type of physical interaction like hair cuts or nail clipping as 
oppose to all touch.

•Some who is under-sensitive to touch and craves proprioceptive input can 
equally end up melting down if they are denied the contact they crave.  



Information overload

• Trying to process too many tasks or conflicting priorities or choices can be 
especially difficult due to poor executive functioning and processing skills

• Making it worse:
The need to make decisions or take in information quickly
Information or explanations being unclear
Changing information or changing phrasing of information
Our slower processing speed



Confrontation

• Autistic people can appear very blunt and direct in communication but dislike 
confrontation.  

• Difficulty in knowing how to respond – argue? accept? Is the confronting person 
right or wrong?

• We are so often criticised for being awkward/different/fussy/rude/insensitive and 
when challenged it can feel like a personal assault that overwhelms us and 
crushes our self esteem.



Tiredness / Exhaustion

• The autistic experience can include:
Intense sensory input – and having to focus to eliminate or reduce sensory 

distraction
Information overload
Feeling the need to mask
Dealing with expectation vs reality
Sleep disorders

• All of this can lead to a higher than average level of tiredness and exhaustion



A reminder of the Triggers…

Meltdown
Change of 

routine/ 
Unexpected 

change

Sensory 
overload

Physical 
contact

Information 
overload

Confrontation

Tiredness / 
Exhaustion



The ‘overflowing tank’

Water / 
Stressor input

Tap / 
relaxation and 
stressor 
management

Level of 
stress felt by 
the individual

A ‘neurotypical’ 
tankGoing to work 

/ being late / 
changing 
plans / doing 
any task

Ability to 
prioritise / 
reading / yoga 
/ watching TV 

Stress level may increase 
slowly throughout day, but 
usually settle and reduce 
quickly.



The ‘overflowing tank’

Wider input 
pipe / More 
stress input

Smaller tap / Less 
ability to manage 
or release stress

Higher 
starting level 
of stress

An autistic tank

Lots of sensory 
input / managing 
a routine / 
concentrating on 
a task

Difficulty 
prioritising / not 
able to rest or 
reassure self

Stress level increases 
rapidly and remains high 
for longer

Sensory 
overload / 
change in 
routine / 
confrontation

Too much water 
– tank overflows 
/ meltdown

Meltdown / 
shutdown



The ‘overflowing tank’
An autistic tank

After an overflow / 
meltdown – tank is 

still full / stress 
level is still high

At this stage it 
takes very little to 

overflow / 
meltdown again



Personal Examples

• Christmas

Situation

• Disruption of 
routine, balancing 
of expectations

Event
• Meltdown
• Shutdown

Outcome



The Great Storm…
• Clouding over

• Breeze starting, with wind increasing in speed

• Torrential rain

• Thunder and lightening

• Quietness

• Cleaning up



Coping with the aftermath…

My Experience
• Demoralised

• Demotivated

• Embarrassed/Ashamed

• Exhausted/injured

• Frustrated

Perceived NT reaction
• Anger/Outrage 

• Exclusion/ Isolation

• Panic

• Embarrassed

• Resentment 



Your Feelings
• The likelihood is that meltdowns and shutdowns will occur

• We will focus our strategies on supporting your young autistic person, but…

• It is also important to acknowledge that meltdowns and shutdowns have an 
affect on you as parents and carers and for you to establish your own 
strategies for managing



Your Feelings
• It’s really important to acknowledge how

you feel during and after an Autistic person’s 
meltdowns and shutdowns You may feel:

• Hurt (emotionally or physically)
• Scared
• Angry
• Tired
• Anxious
• Frustrated
• Like you have failed
• That you want to give up
• Depressed

• Everyone reacts differently and 
acknowledging these feelings can 
cause its own upset. But these are 
natural responses to an intense and 
upsetting experience

• Share these feelings with someone you 
trust



Your Feelings
• Think of your own stress bucket! It’s important to establish strategies to help you to rest 

and unwind in the aftermath of a meltdown or shutdown

• These could be short activities which you can do quickly after a meltdown...

• …or longer more in depth activities to do in an evening or on a weekend

• For example: mantras, exercise/yoga, seeing friends, hobbies, reading, time alone



Strategies for Meltdowns 
and Shutdowns

WHAT TO DO, AND WHAT NOT TO DO



Preparing for Meltdowns and Shutdowns

• Unfortunately no matter how prepared or understanding you are the likelihood 
is that meltdowns and shutdowns will occur at some point

• So it is useful to start by preparing your young person for meltdowns, 
shutdowns and their aftermath

Communication is key!



Preparing for Meltdowns and Shutdowns

Try to talk to your young person, sensitively, about…

• …what they think causes them to meltdown / shutdown

• …what helps them when they meltdown

• …what helps them when they shutdown



Preparing for Meltdowns and Shutdowns

While things are calm, try to establish…

• …an easy way of communicating for the autistic person to use when they 
shutdown

• …what you will do during their shutdown to keep them safe 
 For example: visually check that they are lying down safely (not with a 

face in a pillow), ask them if they would like a favourite food/drink/activity 
brought to them



Preparing for Meltdowns and Shutdowns

Most importantly….

Let them know that they are loved and cared for and that a 
meltdown/shutdown is not their failure and won’t make you 
angry with them



Reducing the risk: the sensory environment
• Talk to the autistic person:
know what sensory difficulties they experience and what effect 

these have on them.

• Adjust the environment/ use equipment, for example:
Light sensitivity: Closing or opening the curtains, dimming or turning 

off lights. Wearing sunglasses.  

Sound sensitivity: Turn off the radio, put phone on silent, remove 
analogue clocks. Wear noise cancelling headphones.  

Touch/spacial sensitivity: position chairs and tables to give sufficient 
space for everyone. Provide a weighted or wobble cushion.  

Smell: avoid smoking or eating strong smelling foods beforehand, 
wash your hands (especially after smoking), avoid strong 
deodorant/aftershave/perfume.  Give the autistic person a favourite 
soft toy or special item of clothing that they can cuddle and smell,



Reducing the risk: communication tips
If a situation is likely to be stressful for your young person it can help to

• Keep your language clear and concise – avoid ambiguity

• If the autistic person is slow to respond to a question, give them time. Don’t try 
to rephrase the question.

• Try to make sure that others who are involved with your young person are 
aware of their communication needs



Identification strategies – early warning signs
Ask yourself these questions:

Has something unexpected occurred?
No

No

No

No

Yes

Is s/he fidgeting/stimming?
Yes

Does s/he seem anxious?

Does s/he seem tired/overwhelmed?

Yes

Yes



Defusing a meltdown

Remain 
calm Relocate Talk 

quietly
Relaxation 

tools



Coping with the Aftermath

Identify
• How they feel
• What went wrong
• What could have been done differently

Communicate
• Communicate clearly, calmly and concisely.   
• Explain how you feel
• Don’t blame or judge

Move 
Forward

• Generate ideas to prevent 
reoccurrence 

• Agree a SMART plan to move 
forward with the autistic 
person



Question Time



Question 1
What advice can you give about moving someone out of a 
situation during a shutdown? Especially when there are 
others around? (for example a school lesson).



Question 2
What advice can you give about my young person (7 years 
old) who becomes upset if I ask or tell them to do anything, 
or if I say ‘no’ to their request?



Question 3
How can I support my child to reduce their anxieties around 
specific things, for example dirt or germs, as the presence of 
this often causes meltdowns?



Question 4
My autistic child puts themselves at risk during meltdowns, 
for example running into roads, what are your views on 
restraint in these circumstances?



Question 5
What are your views on restraint of an autistic child during 
meltdowns? Are there any circumstances which you feel 
may justify or necessitate it, and if so do you have any 
advice on doing so in a way that causes minimal distress?



Feedback

Please use the link in the video description to  access downloadable slides and complete 
the digital feedback survey.

Your feedback will help us shape future training.  
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Thank 
You!
aspietrainers@impact-
initiatives.org.uk

facebook.com/aspietrainers
westsussex/

@AspieWS

www.aspietrainers.co.uk

Search “Since You‘re ASC-ing” 
wherever you get podcasts 
from

Please contact us if you would like any 
more information or would like to:

• Follow us online

• Join our mailing list


